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ABSTRACT 

In this paper, a numerical simulation of fluid flow and conjugate heat transfer in a solar ther-
mal parabolic trough collector (PTC) system is presented. The simulation is being carried out 
on a prototype designed in the Mechanical Laboratory in order to analyze the performance 
of this system. The main objective is to compare the system performance with and without a 
secondary reflector (SR). PVSYST software is used to provide numerical temporal values of 
the solar heat flux in Laghouat city (ALGERIA). Solar flux density values for four days in dif-
ferent seasons have been taken. SolTrace code is used to determine the heat flux distribution 
on the absorber tube. The conjugate heat transfer and fluid flow equations in the tube absorber 
are solved by using ANSYS-CFX CFD software. A comparison between two cases (traditional 
PTC and PTC with parabolic secondary reflector) with the same working fluid (Therminol 
VP-1) is carried out. The obtained results show that the system performance are practically the 
same for the four seasons. Moreover, the performance of the system with a second collector is 
better than that without a second reflector with a ratio of about 1.65. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The use of solar energy is not only related to its economic 
benefits, but also for its role in environments protection for 
which we have to find solutions to pollution problem, clean 
energy technology, which can help in reducing fossil-fuel 
consumption and carbon emissions [1]. Improved system 
efficiencies as well as reductions in the cost of manufacture 
have contributed to an increased focus on the development 

of CSP systems [2]. The parabolic trough concentrator 
(PTC) is the most popular standing for almost 90% of all 
CSP systems [3]. A PTC comprises an evacuated tube and 
a linear parabolic reflector. The evacuated tube becomes 
the focus of the parabolic reflector (reflective material bent 
into a parabolic shape). The concentrated solar beam in 
turn heats up the working fluid within the evacuated tube. 
Many academic studies have been conducted in order 
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to analyze and improve the performance of this type of 
energy collectors. Loni et al. [4] presented a study of ther-
mal performance of the dish collector, which is compact 
system for converting solar radiation energy into thermal 
energy. All of the incoming solar irradiation to the dish 
aperture area is concentrated at the dish focal point where 
the solar receiver is located. The heat flux rate over each 
coil of the absorber is estimated by using SolTrace. This 
software uses the Monte Carlo ray tracing method to per-
form the optical analysis. Xiao et al. [5] simulated the heat 
flux distribution on the outer surface of the absorber tube 
of a parabolic solar collector receiver based on the Monte-
Carlo Ray Trace (MCRT) method. The MCRT was also 
used by Liang et al. [6] to analyze the solar flux distribution 
on the receiver and the optical thermal performance of the 
parabolic trough collector. Islam et al. [7] investigated the 
optical performance of solar parabolic trough collector by 
considering some optical parameters. They concluded that 
increase in rim angle leads to an increase in non-uniform 
distribution of heat flux. Glass cover would increase the 
collection efficiency but increase the non-uniformity in 
flux distribution, and dislocation would lead to more uni-
form distribution at the lower half of receiver tube where 
dislocation had taken in terms of radius of receiver tube. In 
order to ensure that the absorber tube of the concentrator 
captures a maximum amount of light, a secondary reflec-
tor (SR) is essential in large aperture PTCs forming then 
a so-called 2-stage concentrator. Adding a SR could also, 
increase the concentration ratio and rim angle [8–12]. A 
concept of reflecting surface at an inner portion of the 
glass envelop has been provided by Price et al. [13]. This 
idea avoids the use of additional attachment for a SR, and 
does not require a big cost as an investment. In order to 
boost the concentration level, Spirkl et al. [14] proposed 
SRs consisting of an involute inner section followed by a 
flat outer section. They showed that the total concentration 
with these secondary concentrators reaches 77% of the the-
oretical upper limit for a pillbox solar distribution. Qiu et 
al. [15] designed and studied a linear Fresnel reflector with 
SR, and uses molten salt as the heat transfer fluid (HTF). 
Among other things, they concluded that the concentrated 
solar flux on the absorber surface is homogenized by the 
parabolic SR, which allows the utilization of all the coated 
surface of the absorber. Always in the same context, Wang 
et al. [16] presented a numerical study for a new type par-
abolic trough solar collector with uniform solar flux distri-
bution. Their analysis shows that the solar flux distribution 
can be homogenized by adding a SR, which leads to reduce 
significantly the maximum temperature and the circum-
ferential temperature difference of the absorber tube wall. 
An elliptical cavity geometry, as a SR, with flat plate reflec-
tor was proposed and analyzed by Cao et al. [17]. The 
study shows that increasing the tracking error angle and 
increasing the PTC focal distance would both decrease the 
cavity blackness. Introducing a flat plate reflector at the 

elliptical cavity open inlet can largely increase the cavity 
darkness. Recently, Sundaram and Senthil [18] conducted 
experiments including PTC without SR, triangular SR, and 
a secondary curved reflector. They have concluded that 
the thermal efficiency is increased by 10% and heat loss is 
decreased by 0.5 kW with the use of a SR. More recently, 
Bharti et al. [19] presented theoretical design aspects for 
parabolic and triangular SR and an experimental perfor-
mance analysis. From the experimental analysis, the max-
imum temperature rise of 10.9, 9.6, and 7.4°C is observed 
in case of parabolic trough collector with parabolic SR, 
with triangular SR, and without a SR. 

From the above review, we can notice the significant 
interest of the optical analysis and the inclusion of a SR. The 
present paper describes a study that has been carried out 
on a small-sized PTC designed in Mechanical Laboratory. 
The prototype is described in our previous papers [20, 21], 
where a series of experimental and numerical tests were 
made with both water and Therminol VP-1 as a working 
fluids. The conditions of the experiments were insufficient 
to generalize the study: lack of certain measuring instru-
ments and insufficient test periods. Consequently, a pre-
liminary simulation study, mesh independency and model 
validation are necessary to be able to improve the prototype 
in the future. The main objective of this work is the numer-
ical simulation of conjugate heat transfer and fluid flow in 
the absorber tube of PTC. In order to show the interest of 
including SR, two cases are investigated: PTC with and with-
out SR. PVSYST software is used to provide numerical tem-
poral values of the solar heat flux in Laghouat region (South 
of Algeria). The heat flux distribution on the absorber tube 
is estimated by using SolTrace software, which uses Monte 
Carlo ray tracing method. The estimated heat flux distribu-
tion is then interpolated, by using Gaussian functions, and 
introduced in ANSYS-CFX solver, as a boundary condition 
to solve the fluid-solid conjugate heat transfer and fluid 
flow within the tube absorber. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIED PTC

 A PTC is a line-focusing system that uses a para-
bolic reflector to concentrate solar radiation onto a linear 
receiver. Reflector is one of the vital part of the PTC as it 
decides the fraction of solar irradiance to be collected by 
the absorber tube. The PTC has a length of 2 m and an 
area of 2 × 2 m2. We have introduced a secondary reflec-
tor, which has a cylindrical parabolic shape, made follow-
ing the same steps as the main reflector with difference in 
height (see Figure 1). The PTC has a single axis tracking 
system, from East-West and it is positioned in a South–
North direction. Therminol Vp-1 is chosen as a heat trans-
fer fluid. Table 1 summarizes the geometric characteristics 
of the PTC.

The concentration of energy is measured by a so-called 
geometrical concentration coefficient defined by the ratio 
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of the collector aperture Aa and the surface area of the 
receiver Aabs:

 C
A

A
a

abs

=  (1)

RAY TRACING

The distribution of heat flux over the absorber tube is 
vital for heat transfer analysis. Some studies have presented 

that heat flux distribution over the absorber significantly 
affects the thermal performance of the PTC receiver [22]. 
In the present work, SolTrace software, which uses Monte 
Carlo Ray Tracing method, is used to calculate the solar flux 
distribution over the absorber tube. 

Ray tracing simulation conditions are as follows: Sun 
has been modeled as a Gaussian distribution with a cone 
angle of 2.73 mrad. Aluminum is selected as the material 
of the reflector plate with a reflectivity of 1, a shape error of 
3 mrad, and a specular reflection error of 0.5mrad. For the 
secondary reflector, the reflectivity of metal collector tube is 
of 0.05, the shape error is of 0.0001mrad, and the specular 
reflection error is of 0.0001mrad. A sample ray tracing in 
SolTrace is shown in Figure 2.

The solar intensity at the start of each hour (provided 
by PVSYST software) is introduced in Soltrace code and 

Figure 1. PTC module with secondary reflector.

Figure 2. Ray tracing in SolTrace for a PTC with parabolic SR.

Table 1. Geometrical parameters of the PTC.
Focal length of the primary concentrator 0.83 m
Focal length of the secondary reflector 0.05 m
Distance between primary and secondary reflectors 0.88 m
Absorber tube inner radius 0.008 m
Absorber tube outer radius 0.01 m
Aperture width of the primary concentrator 2 m
Aperture width of the secondary concentrator 0.2 m
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the outputs (data table) are interpolated by an appropriate 
Gaussian temporal function. Next, this function is imple-
mented in CFX by using CEL language specific to the 
solver. Thereafter, it is specified as a boundary condition on 
the lateral surface of the tube receiver. 

THERMAL MODELING

As presented by Kalogirou [2], the solar incident energy 
entering the parabolic trough concentrator depends on the 
beam solar radiation (Ib) and the aperture area of the con-
centrator (Ac) as given by the following relation:

 Q A Ii c b=  (2)

The optical efficiency of the system depends on the 
optical properties of the mirror (reflector material) such as 
reflectivity (R), Transmissivity  (τ), absorptivity (α) of the 
receiver and the intercept factor (γ). It is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

 0 ( ) cosRη τα γ θ= ⋅   (3)

Where θ is the incidence angle of the solar radiation on 
the aperture plane of the parabolic trough concentrator. 
The energy reaching the absorber surface is the combined 
effect of energy incident Qi on the concentrator and optical 
efficiency (ηo). It is expressed as follows:

 0r iQ Qη= ⋅   (4)

The heat loss from the absorber are composed of three 
terms due to conduction, convection and radiation heat 
losses. Therefore, the net heat exchange in the absorber is 
expressed as follows: 

 , , ,net r loss conduction loss convection loss radiationQ Q Q Q Q= − − −      (5)

The efficiency is defined as the ratio of the instantaneous 
useful energy to the total incident radiation on the reflector 
aperture area.

 ( )
( )

net out in

i C b
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Q A I t

η
−
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 (6)

Where, ṁ is the mass flow rate (kg/s), Cp is the spe-
cific heat capacity (J/kgK), Ib is the direct solar radiation 
(W/m2), Tout is the outlet temperature of the HTF, Tin is 
the inlet temperature of the HTF, and Ac is the aperture area 
of the collector. Ac is given as follows

 Ac = W·L (7)

Where W is the width aperture of the collector, L is the 
length of the collector, and Ac is the aperture area of the 
collector.

Governing Equations
Fluid flow and heat transfer in both domains solid and 

fluid are described by a system of four equations to be 
simultaneously solved. This system is presented hereafter 
[23]:

• Continuity

 ( ) 0U
t
ρ ρ∂
+∇ =

∂
 (8)

• Momentum

 ( ) ( )U U U p U
t
ρ ρ µ∂

+∇⋅ ⊗ = −∇ + ∇⋅∇
∂

 (9)

• Thermal energy

 ( ) ( ) ( )h Uh T
t
ρ ρ λ∂

+∇ =∇⋅ ∇
∂

 (10)

Where, U is the velocity vector, p is the fluid pressure, T 
is the temperature and h is the enthalpy.

 Note that equation (10) is applied for both domains 
fluid and solid (for conduction in the solid, the left term in 
equation 10 is zero).

Materials Properties
In this work, the materials in question are copper for 

the tube and Therminol VP-1 for the working fluid. Copper 
physical properties are predefined in CFX solver. Therminol 
VP-1 properties (Density, Thermal Conductivity, Heat 
Capacity and Viscosity) are tabulated in Ref. [24] according 
to the temperature. In order to implement fluid properties 
in the solver we use interpolation functions. Accordingly, 
these properties are described by the following equations:

 ρ(kg/m3) = –6.44 × 10–9T 4 + 3.268 × 10–6T 3   
 – 8.191×10–4T 2 – 0.7469T + 1079 (11)

 λ (W/m·K) = –1.78×10–7T 2 – 8.432×10–5T   

 + 0.1378 (12)

Cp(J/kg·K) = 1593 exp (0.001254T)  
 – 120.8 exp(–0.01471T) (13)

 μ(Pa·s) = 5.805×10–3 exp(–0.03133T)   
 + 1.402×10–3 exp(–0.006729T) (14)

Where T is in the range [12–425]°C. 
The previous properties equations are implemented 

in the solver as expressions by using CFX Expression 
Language (CEL) specific to CFX software.
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MESH INDEPENDENCY

The mesh size is selected in order to minimize the 
CPU time and to achieve the desired accuracy. In other 
words, we must find the limit from which the solution is 
independent of the mesh refinement for a given accuracy 
of calculation. In the present work, we have followed the 
recommendations presented by Tu et al. [25]. First, accept-
able precision must be predefined (10–4 in terms of RMSE) 
for all variables. Then a series of five meshes are generated 
(see Table 1). The solution to be compared (target solution) 
is the fluid outlet temperature. As it can be seen in Figure 
3, starting from mesh 3 the solution becomes independent 
from the mesh refinement. Table 2 illustrates the meshes 
characteristics.

INITIAL AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Before solving the governing equations, domain ini-
tialization and boundary conditions must be specified. The 
domain is initialized as follows: At time t = 0s, we consider 
that the fluid and the solid are at the same temperature T0; 
the fluid velocity is set to zero, and the pressure is set to 
38 kPa (which is greater than the saturation pressure at the 
maximum obtained temperature, 275°C). The boundary 

conditions are illustrated in Figure 4. The mass flow rate 
across the tube is chosen to ensure a laminar flow within 
the tube. In addition, the pressure at the outlet of the tube 
should not reach the fluid saturation pressure. This is deter-
mined based on the relation between mass flow rate and 
pressure drop for a laminar flow in a cylindrical tube. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Model Validation
To be able to analyze the performance of a PTC using 

the proposed model, it is important to validate it. For this 
purpose, the model is applied to the system described in 
reference [19]. It is a small-sized PTC equipped with two 
types of second reflector, the triangular reflector and the 
parabolic reflector. Here we are only interested by the par-
abolic reflector. The simulation results are compared with 
experimental results reported in this reference. The results 
to be compared are the fluid (water) temperature at the 
absorber tube outlet.

Table 2. Characteristics of meshes used for the mesh inde-
pendency study

Mesh Refinement 
ratio 

Element 
number 

Calculation 
time 

M1 1.5 22000 1min 32s
M2 1.5 60000 3min 5s
M3 1.5 144000 6min 6s
M4 1.5 264000 10min10s 
M5 1.5 416000 17min 34s

Figure 3. Illustration of mesh independence study.

Figure 4. Illustration of the boundary conditions applied 
on the absorber. 

Table 3. Experimental data for PTC with parabolic second-
ary reflector [19]
Time (h) Ib(W/m2) Tin (°C) Tout (°C)
09.00
09.30
10.00
10.30
11.00
11.30
12.00
12.30
13.00
13.30
14.00
14.30
15.00
15.30
16.00

399.1
489.2
598.7
687.4
688.3
737.4
859.8
862.6
826.0
746.2
653.5
547.3
447.4
330.1
227.0

29.5
29.6
29.6
29.8
30.1
30.2
30.9
31.5
31.8
31.9
31.6
33.3
33.4
33.0
33.2

33.5
35.1
37.8
39.9
41.8
43.1
45.7
46.6
48.4
49.2
45.6
44.5
42.1
39.8
37.5
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The absorber tube has the following dimensions: inner 
diameter 10.7 mm, outer diameter 12.7 mm, and length 
2.5 m. The data and tests results are summarized in Table 
3. Note that, these tests have been performed on 03/05/ 
2018. The obtained results for the fluid outlet temperature 
are presented in Figure 5. As it can be seen, the maximum 
temperature value obtained by simulation is slightly devi-
ated to the left compared to the experimental value. This is 
due to the calculation errors, the conditions of the experi-
ment, as well as to the energy storage. However, Error range 
recorded is about 2.73°C (maximum deviation), the mean 
absolute error is about 1.43°C, the standard deviation is 
0.74, and the root mean square error is 1.56. According to 
these values, we can conclude that the present model is in 
good agreement with the experimental data. Therefore, the 
model can be used to analyze the optical and thermal per-
formance of PTC.

Solar Radiation
Figure 6 represents the solar radiation as a function 

of time for 4 days from four months (March 21, June 21, 
September 21 and December 21). The numerical temporal 
intensity of solar radiation are obtained by using PVSYST5 
software for a location (2°56 Longitude and 33°46 Latitude). 

Optical Modeling
The main objective of the optical modeling is to deter-

mine the concentration of power in the absorber tube, and 
the evolution of the heat flux at the absorber according to a 
variation of the incidence angle of solar rays.

Figures 7(a) and (b) show consecutively the contour and 
the surface plot of the average heat flux intensity. The aver-
age heat flux density of receiver is 80000 W/m2, which is 
numerically simulated using SolTrace software. Simulation 
model and heat density distribution with the direct nor-
mal irradiance of 1000 W/m2 are shown in Figure 7 (a). 

Figure 7 (b) represents plot paths of ray in the range 1–100 
rays. The result of average heat flux density of the collector 
is 88249W/m2. 

Figure 8 shows the heat flux distribution on the cir-
cumference of absorber tube obtained by ray tracing. The 
value of heat flux for the case (b) is high on around all the 
absorber tube due to concentrated of the primary reflec-
tor and secondary one. The maximum radiation obtained 
is about 80000 W/m2. A non-linear heat flux distribution 
is observed over the absorber, which leads to a high tem-
perature gradient. The value of heat flux for the case (b) is 
high on the lower portion of the absorber tube due to con-
centrated solar flux so and low on the upper portion due to 
direct sunlight for the absorber.

Fluid Temperature
The variations of the temperature, at the tube outlet, 

during different days are represented in Figure 9 for both 
cases: with and without secondary reflector. As it can be 
seen, the fluid temperature at the outlet of the absorber tube 
is proportional to the direct sunlight. As the density of the 
solar flux increases, the temperature of the fluid increases 
until it reaches the maximum. Then, it decreases with the 
solar flux until the end of the day. It mainly depends on 
the heat quantity absorbed by the tube, which is based on 
optical and geometric parameters of concentrator. We note 
that for every day and in both cases, the temperature pick 
is reached around 12.00 h. We also notice a difference in 
maximum temperatures (June) of about 90°C and in min-
imum temperatures (December) about 50°C between the 
two cases.

Useful Thermal Energy
The Therminol VP-1 oil is used as heat carrier fluid. 

During the simulation, the physical properties of the heat 
carrier fluid are varied depending on the temperature of the 

Figure 5. Fluid outlet temperature versus time. Compari-
son between experimental data and simulation results.

Figure 6. Variation of modeled solar radiation with time for 
4 months in region of Laghouat.
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Figure 7. Plot of heat flux for a parabolic trough collector with SR, (a) contour plot on the tube absorber upper surface, 
(b) surface plot.

Figure 8. Rays incident on the absorber for (a) without SR (b) with SR.
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fluid according to equations (11) to (14). Variations of the 
heat transported by the carrier fluid are shown in Figure 
10. We notice that the variation profiles are similar to those 
of the temperature at the tube outlet. We also note that the 
difference in useful heat between the two cases (a) and (b) 
is about 540 W during the month of June and 140 W during 
the month of December.

Thermal efficiency 
 The PTC thermal efficiency values obtained by numer-

ical simulation are reported in Figure 11. As it can be seen, 
the efficiency is approximately constant equal to 30 % for 
a PTC with secondary reflector in all seasons. For a PTC 
without secondary reflector, the efficiency is around 18% in 
the four seasons. We record then a ratio of 1.65 between the 
two cases as shown in Table 4.

In order to increase the PTC efficiency, further studies 
can be investigated focusing especially on the solar energy 
storage by application of phase change materials such as 
described in reference [26].

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, an analysis and simulation of thermal per-
formance of a small sized PTC is performed. Two cases are 
the subject of the simulation: PTC with and without sec-
ondary reflector. The simulation is conducted on four dif-
ferent days of the four seasons. Monte Carlo Ray Tracing 
method is used to calculate the solar flux distribution over 
the absorber tube. Conjugate heat transfer and fluid flow 
within the tube are solved by using ANSYS-CFX solver. Oil 
Therminol VP-1 is used as a carrier fluid and its physical 
properties according to temperature are implemented in 
the solver. The obtained results showed the followings: 

• The PTC efficiency is constant for the four seasons in 
both studied cases. 

• The advantage of using a secondary reflector is that 
the heat flux around the receiver tube is distributed 
more uniformly. 

• The performance of the system with a second reflec-
tor is better than that without a second reflector with 
a ratio of about 1.65. 

Figure 9. Variation of fluid temperature at the tube outlet 
versus time.

Figure 10. Variation of useful thermal energy with respect 
to time.

Figure 11. Variation of instantaneous thermal efficiency 
versus time.

Table 4. Performance comparison between PTCs with and 
without secondary reflector

Mean Efficiency (%)

PTC with second 
reflector

PTC without 
second reflector

Ratio

June 21 30.2 18.3 1.65
September 21 30.2 18.3 1.65
December 21 30.2 18.3 1.65
March 21 30.2 18.3 1.65
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NOMENCLATURE

Ac aperture area of the concentrator, m2

Cp specific heat of heat transfer fluid, J/kg.K 
D asorber tube diameter, m
Ib solar irradiance, W/m2

L length of absorber tube, m
p presure, Pa
Qloss loss rate of heat loss from the cavity receiver, W
R reflectivity
T temperature, K
Tin inlet temperature of heat transfer fluid, K 
Tout outlet temperature of heat transfer fluid, K
U velicoty, m/s
W primary reflector width, m
Q̇t solar incident energy entering the parabolic trough 

concentrator, W
Q̇net net heat transfer rate, W
Q̇r heat gained by heat transfer fluid, W
Q̇u useful heat gain by the HTF in the receiver, W
ṁ mass flow rate of heat transfer fluid, kg/s

Greeks Letters
α absorptivity of the receiver
η instantaneous thermal efficiency
ηo optical efficiency
θ incidence angle of the solar radiation
μ dynamic viscosity, kg/m.s 
ρ density, kg/m3

τ transmitivity of the receiver
λ thermal condictivity W/m.K
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